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Abstract 

Winneshiek County, Iowa , located in the northeastern corner of the state, is home to a unique 

landscape and small communities proud of their cultural heritage.  The Winneshiek County Conser-

vation Board and the Upper Explorerland Regional Planning Commission share the goal of connect-

ing their communities and natural amenities through a recreational trail network. In 2015, these or-

ganizations partnered with the Iowa Initiative for Sustainable Communities to make strides toward 

their goal. This report is a result of that partnership and was completed by graduate students enrolled 

in The University of Iowa School of Urban and Regional Planning.  It provides useful information in-

tended to aid the sustainable planning, implementation, funding and evaluation of Winneshiek Coun-

ty’s network of non-motorized trails through an economic impact assessment, quantitative analysis, 

pragmatic decision making, strategic implementation, and a guided improvement process.  

Key Points from Project 

 Total annual economic impact of the Trout Run Trail is $1.6-$2.4 million, with a 

19.3% margin of error.  

 No significant findings with regard to home sales price near the Trout Run Trail.  

 The Trout Run Trail is a 12-mile paved recreational trail located in the town of 

Decorah, Iowa. This study is the result of a partnership between the Winneshiek 

County Conservation Board and the Upper Explorerland Regional Planning 

Commission, as well as the Iowa Initiative for Sustainable Communities and 

School of Urban and Regional Planning.  

 

Steps for Economic Impact Assessment 

1. Surveying trail users to identify spending per trip 

2. Normalizing reported spending and segmenting by user types 

3. Estimating annual trail usage by extrapolating trail counts or other demand esti-

mation 

4. Tailoring Input-Output Model for local and specific use 

5. Validating results by comparing to similar trails and studies 

6. Reporting of conclusions with honesty and clarity 

2. Normalizing Spending Data 

1. Survey 

3. Estimating Trail 

Usage 

4. Input-Output Model 5. Validating Results 

 The source of our trail user spending data was a survey of the Trout Run Trail users in Decorah, Iowa. Survey responses were collected 

across two weekends in October, 2015 at two access points along the trail. Forms and survey information were also made available at lo-

cal hotels, campgrounds, various downtown businesses, and the visitors center. Information on user spending and frequency of trail use 

were the two major primary data inputs that were used in the economic impact analysis. 
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6. Reporting Conclusions 

The chart above demonstrates the flow of direct spending by non-local trail users whose trip purpose was to visit the Trout Run Trail. Using IMPLAN multipliers specific to each local industry, this spending can be bro-

ken down into direct spending (cash register sales), indirect spending (additional economic activity generated by the direct industries by purchasing goods and services locally), and induced spending (purchases of 

household goods and services made by workers of the direct and indirect industries.). These three rounds of spending can be broken down into changes in output, labor income, and jobs. When combined, these 

rounds of spending constitute the economic impact in that industry. These calculations can be performed for each industry in which spending occurred and then summed to generate the economic impact of the trail. 

In order for the spending data to be useful in the next steps it 

needs to be normalized to per adult per trip. For soft goods, this 

is simply a division of reported spending by the number of adults 

for that response. For durable goods, since these were reported 

for the past year, a division of reported spending by the number 

of reported trips and adults is needed. For accommodations, we 

assume that these expenses covered multiple trips over the 

course of the visit. We divided the reported spending by the re-

ported number of nights stayed and adults. These calculations 

can be completed for the entire sample or segmented by types of 

users. For the purposes of determining the economic impact we 

only consider visitors that reported that stated the purpose of 

their visit is use the trail.   

To arrive at the annual amount of 

direct spending resulting from the 

trail we need to find the annual 

number of users of the Trout Run 

Trail. We completed this by extrapo-

lating actual counts of bicyclists 

over a three month period. Seasonal 

adjustment factors are shown in a 

table to the right. The tube counters 

did not record pedestrian activity 

accurately, so a factor of .75 pedes-

trian users for every bicyclist was 

used. This ratio was based on over 

two years of trail use surveys con-

ducted by Winneshiek County Con-

servation.  

For more information or materials contact: john-bruce@uiowa.edu, ryan-dusil@uiowa.edu, matthew-vanhoeck@uiowa.edu 

Overview of Trout Run Trail & Survey Area 

 We establish confidence in our results by making comparisons to similar economic impact studies of 

multi-use trails. The best resource for these studies can be found at AmericanTrails.org and Rails-to-

Trails Conservancy. The total economic impact for the Virginia Creeper Trail (Damascus, Virginia) was 

estimated at $2,053,086. Direct spending (in 2015 dollars) by trail users of the Heritage Trail 

(Dyersville, Iowa) was estimated at $1,091,702; St. Mark’s Trail (Tallahassee, Florida) $692,832; Lafa-

yette-Moraga Trail (Lafayette, California) at $509,406.  

 The table above shows the final results of our study. We are 95% confident that the annual economic 

impact of the Trout Run Trail is between $1.6 and $2.4 million in output, 22 to 33 jobs, and $.5 to $.7 

million in labor income. The Trout Run Trail has a tangible economic impact on the Winneshiek Coun-

ty economy.  When reporting final results it is important to include your confidence level. Also, when 

using the term economic impact, provide evidence that this activity would not have occurred without 

the existence of the trail.   


